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SPITFIRES CONTINUE THE OFFENSIVE,

With their appetite whetted By the destruction of five enemy fighter

aircraft during a raid this morning, pilots of Fighter Command flew out

this afternoon and. evening to carry the war into the enemy's territory.

They shot down three more and with four enemy aircraft destroyed during

the night, this makes a total of 12 of the Luftwaffe shot down in the 24

hours ..ending at dusk today.

It is now known that three enemy aircraft were destroyed by A.A*

guns in a raid on the south-east coast yesterday* in addition to the two

destroyed by our fighters during the day, making a total of 17 in the past

36 hours.

In addition to destroying three enemy fighters and damaging others,

Spitfire pilots this afternoon saw what they described as "wizard bombing”

by Anerican Fortresses on the railway yards at Rouen. One formation of

the bombers was given close escort by a Polish wing of Spitfire pilots.

Among them was a squadron which has only just returned to the"Front Line"

and which celebrated its first operational flight by destroying three of the

afternoon*s victims.

"Going in towards the target"
,

said, a member of the wing, "we saw no

enemy fighters, and over the target there was no flak* Although there was a

certain amount of . cloud, the fortresses were able to get a good run to

their target and the bombing was very good* "We saw burst in the northern

and central sections of the railway yards and there was one particularly big
explosion which sent up sheets of flame and a great deal of smoko".

As they were coming out end crossing the Seine our fighters saw six

F.W. 190s. But when they turned towards them the enemy flew away. Coming

out over the coast, two Me, 109 s approached from the east but they were

intercepted before they could reach the bombers, and one of them was shot down

in flames#

Returning over the English Channel, one Lone F.W. 190 flew parallel to

the formation .and then came in behind and fired at one of the Polish pilots.

Another member of the section turned round and shot the 190 into the sea,

Norwegian pilots who were escorting another group of the Fortresses destroyed
one of four F.W.l90s which came up behind the bombers as the formation was

coming out over the French coast. Another of this four was also hit and damaged.

Midway between the target and the coast on the way back, two F.W.190s

approached the bombers to attack, but short long-range bursts from the

Norwegian pilots were enough to turn the enemy away#

All our fighters, as well as all the bombers returned safely from this

operation*

The Norwegian squadrons engaged included the one which shot down the five

raiders this morning# This afternoon it was another Norwegian squadron in

Fighter Command which scored, the victory.

During the evening our fighters were once more cut over Northern Prance

and Belgium, sweeping the St. Omer, Ypres, and Calais areas. They encountered

few enemy fighters and, though some “were damaged, none are claimed. as destroyed.


